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The Global Aid Organization gives Gulnar the chance to forget her
past in the urgency of the present. Her dedication to nursing
casualties leaves no room for love. But she begins to question her
resolve when stunning surgeon Dante Guerriero steps in to help in
an emergency situation and saves hundreds of lives in the process.
Dante doesn't think of himself as a hero. It's easy to be courageous
when you have nothing left to lose. But Gulnar's fire and passion
are bringing him back to life, reminding him that bravery means
nothing without love....
As a surgeon in the Royal Navy, Lieutenant Philemon Brittle has
proved his bravery countless times. But he's never known the thrill
that comes with falling in love. Until he meets the beautiful Lady
Laura Taunton, who has turned to nursing the wounded as solace
from her unhappy past. Philemon will need to draw upon every bit
of his strength and determination to convince the marriage-shy
Laura that establishing a life together is the truest path to love and
happiness….
The Paramedic’s Unexpected Hero - Alison Roberts Paramedic
Kelly Reynolds realises she was too quick to judge motorbikeriding, leather-wearing midwife Ari Lawson. He’s dedicated, kind —
and irresistible! One Hot Night With Dr Cardoza - Tina Beckett
Physiotherapist Amy is going to use her time in Brazil to indulge
herself — in her sexy new colleague, orthopedic surgeon Roque!
Reclaiming Her Army Doc Husband - Sue MacKay By enlisting in
the army, her husband left her behind. Now that Cole is back, Vicki
must decide: Is their love worth a second chance? A Rival To Steal
Her Heart - Annie Claydon When rival doctor Jamie’s painful past
arrives at intensely private plastic surgeon Anna’s London clinic,
she is compelled to seek a deeper connection. Reunion With His
Surgeon Princess - Karin Baine After Seth offered her a diamond
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ring and his heart, Kaja ran! Now, to save her father, she needs the
world renowned transplant surgeon’s help.
Keeping your enemies close… Natalie Armitage's world shattered the
first time Angelo Belladini mentioned marriage. Their affair had
been intensely passionate, but she had learned to close off her heart
at an early age, so the thought of exposing it to anyone made her
run. Five years later she's facing her second proposal from
Angelo—but his molten brown eyes are burning with revenge, not
desire! To protect her family, Natalie must accept his ring, but she'll
be no meek-and-mild Belladini bride. Angelo's expert touch might
give her body scorching pleasure, but he'll never win her frozen
heart….
The Life Room
Husband by Contract
Marry Me, Mackenzie! / a Proposal Worth Millions / Heart
Surgeon, Hero... Husband?
A Facade to Shatter\Never Underestimate a Caffarelli\Marriage
Made of Secrets\A Hint of Scandal
Marriage On The Cards: Marry Me, Mackenzie! / A Proposal Worth
Millions / Heart Surgeon, Hero...Husband? (Mills & Boon By
Request)

Harlequin Presents brings you three new titles for one
great price, available now for a limited time only from
December 1 to December 31! Escape with brooding
bodyguards, untamed sheikhs and forbidden royals in
these three stories. This Harlequin Presents bundle
includes A Royal World Apart by USA TODAY
bestselling author Maisey Yates, Woman in a Sheikh's
World by USA TODAY bestselling author Sarah Morgan
and Surrendering All But Her Heart by USA TODAY
bestselling author Melanie Milburne. Look for 6
passionate new stories every month from Harlequin
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Presents!
A fighter pilot in Spain, Luke Winslow loses the woman
he loves and turns from his faith. When he accidentally
kills an old friend while drunk, out of guilt, he tries to
help his friend's sister, Joelle, in her work with troubled
girls. In the Army Air Corps, he fights his nemesis from
the war in Spain, the Black Knight. Now dubbed the
White Knight, Luke fights his foe and for the woman he
loves, Joelle. In the heat of life's battles, will Luke turn to
his only true refuge?
Mills & Boon Medical — Life and love in the world of
modern medicine. Healing Her Emergency Doc - Caroline
Anderson When Laura and Tom find themselves
competing for a job, it’s well, awkward! Last time they
met, Laura ran...before they could become more than
friends. Can they risk giving into temptation? Reunited
With The Heart Surgeon - Janice Lynn Nurse Natalie is
stunned, when she’s tasked with planning a charity gala —
with her ex, Will! How can she work, with the man that
she never stopped loving? The Vet’s Unexpected Hero Traci Douglass Vet Lucy is happy with her quiet, ordered
life. Until a tropical storm threatens her Florida Keys
animal sanctuary, and the arrival of gorgeous, yet
guarded, emergency medic Jackson brings disorder — and
desire! Her One-night Secret - Traci Douglass Firefighter
Stacy’s return to Key West offers the security she needs
to raise her son. It also brings an encounter with old flame
Dr Luis, and the chance to make her life-changing
confession... A Baby To Rescue Their Hearts - Louisa
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Heaton Confirmed bachelor Theo can’t he get his new
colleague, Sophie, out of his mind. Pregnant and going it
alone, paramedic Theo knows he should stay away...could
they find a brand-new beginning — together? The
Paediatrician’s Twin Bombshell - Juliette Hyland Why is
pediatrician Tessa all work, and no play? Well, she’s far
too used, to people not believing in her. Still, Tessa can’t
resist one — incredible! — night, in nurse Gabe’s arms...
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of
three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed
with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical
drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set
includes: UNLOCKING THE REBEL’S HEART By
Alison Roberts It’s no secret that settling down is off
paramedic Benjamin’s agenda. Yet when locum doctor
Joy literally crashes into his life, the attraction between
them is electric. Can they ignore growing temptation?
NURSE’S ONE-NIGHT BABY SURPRISE By Louisa
George Fraser is the last man nurse Briana should be
attracted to - she’s kept her feelings for him under wraps
for years. But when he moves to her village, she knows
she’s in trouble… REUNITED WITH DOCTOR
DEVEREAUX By Allie Kincheloe Years ago, surgeon
Danny broke GP Camilla Deveraux’s heart. Now, Danny
is back. Can they leave the past behind and embrace the
bright future they deserve…together?
The Heroic Surgeon
Unraveling Jane Doe (Mills & Boon Heroes) (Holding the
Line, Book 3)
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Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
Heart Surgeon, Hero...Husband? (Mills & Boon Medical)
Marriage on the Cards
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier
weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events,
brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
When opposites attract...!
"You think you can erase what we had?" Celebrity heart
surgeon Dr. Alessandro Lucioni might be gorgeous, but I
will never forget what we shared in Paris five years
ago…or how he broke my heart! And now he's standing
in front of me, asking for my help with his young
niece—and determined to pick up where we left off! But
this time I won't be his consolation prize. I will remain
strong. Yet with memories of those magical blazing
nights swirling through my mind, he's just so very hard to
resist…
What does she know?
Falling for the Foster Mom
Valentine's Day Collection 2021/Seduced by the Heart
Surgeon/The Last Heir of Monterrato/Reunited...and
Pregnant/Snowed In
The White Knight (House of Winslow Book #40)
A Royal World Apart\Woman in a Sheikh's
World\Surrendering All But Her Heart
Harlequin Medical Romance May 2021 - Box Set 2 of 2

Discovering that her tiny son desperately needs a
new heart terrifies Hannah
Quinn—especially when
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she realizes ex-flame Scott McIntyre is the skilled
surgeon in charge of the transplant. Entrusting her
baby to Scott's miracle-working hands is one thing,
but whether Hannah's own heart will survive Scott's
devastating charm intact is quite another...
Rescued by the brooding heart surgeon Discovering
her tiny son desperately needs a new heart terrifies
Hannah Quinn – especially when she realises exflame Scott McIntyre is the skilled surgeon in charge
of the transplant.
Marry Me, Mackenzie! by Joanna Sims
Harlequin Presents brings you four new titles for one
great price! Escape with these four stories by USA
TODAY bestselling authors. This Presents bundle
includes A Faade to Shatter by USA TODAY
bestselling author Lynn Raye Harris, Never
Underestimate a Caffarelli by USA TODAY
bestselling author Melanie Milburne, Marriage Made
of Secrets by Maya Blake and A Hint of Scandal by
Tara Pammi. Look for 8 new exciting stories every
month from Harlequin Presents!
The Surgeon's Lady
Italian Surgeon to the Stars
Surrendering All But Her Heart
Hot Single Docs: Blinded By The Boss: 200 Harley
Street: The Enigmatic Surgeon / 200 Harley Street:
The Shameless Maverick / 200 Harley Street: The
Tortured Hero
The Boss She Can't Resist
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Has the boy who broke her heart… Become
the man to mend it? Widowed nurse Shona
has returned to the safety and familiarity
of her Scottish childhood home. Getting
roped into playing Chief Elf to lifeboat
crew leader Alasdair’s Santa wasn’t part
of the plan, but his delicious smile has
the power to tempt her out of her comfort
zone… She still hasn’t forgiven the
reformed bad boy for once breaking her
heart—could he now be the one to rebuild
it? “Reunion with His Surgeon Princess a
sweet and exciting royal romance story.
Author Karin Baine has a spell-binding way
with her writing. I could visualize the
story as it unfolded on the pages. She
also did a marvelous job of bringing these
two characters together for their happy
ever after despite their emotional
baggage. Highly recommended for all
readers of medical romance.” -Goodreads
“Their One-Night Twin Surprise is an
absolutely adorable story with all the
emotions and tensions. Author Karin Baine
weaved this story of betrayal, friendship,
loneliness, love and family amid the
medical drama in a spell-binding way to
the pages.” -Goodreads
A family for the bachelor doc? Burns
specialist Dr. Matthew McGrory is finally
living the bachelor life after years of
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responsibility raising his siblings alone.
But he can't ignore the pull he feels
toward beautiful Quinn Grady, foster mom
to his favorite young patient. Having
learned the hard way that you can't rely
on other people, Quinn is überprotective
of little Simon, and her heart. But as
Matthew's hero status grows in the eyes of
her young charge, she just might find he's
the hero she's dreamed of, too…
CONVENIENT BOYFRIEND, INCONVENIENT
ATTRACTION! Mita Ramphul can't face
another family set – up with a 'nice young
man'. What she needs is to divert her
family's attention... so introducing the
devastatingly handsome Tanay Devkumar as
her new boyfriend is a stroke of
brilliance!
The Advocate is a lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender (LGBT) monthly newsmagazine.
Established in 1967, it is the oldest
continuing LGBT publication in the United
States.
The Surgeon's Secret
Every Boy's Dream Dad
When Beauty Tamed the Beast
Her Hesitant Heart
The Nurse's Christmas Hero
The Encyclopedia of Activism and Social Justice
presents a comprehensive overview of the field with
topics of varying dimensions, breadth, and length.
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This three-volume Encyclopedia is designed for
readers to understand the topics, concepts, and
ideas that motivate and shape the fields of activism,
civil engagement, and social justice and includes
biographies of the major thinkers and leaders who
have influenced and continue to influence the study
of activism.
Reunited with his past... Running the Hunter Clinic's
charity operation has given surgeon and ex–soldier
Ethan Hunter a new lease of life. His reconstructive
work with wounded soldiers and civilians helps block
out his army traumas. But when Ethan learns that
he'll be working alongside beautiful surgeon Olivia
Fairchild – the woman whose heart he regretfully
broke – he can't help but remember the passion they
once shared...and is surprised by the sinfully
delicious sparks her touch still ignites! Is Olivia the
only woman to finally provide peace for this
long–tortured hero? 200 HARLEY STREET Glamour,
intensity, desire – the lives and loves of London's
hottest team of surgeons!
Caught between fury… Heiress Bella Haverton is
furious that her late father left everything to
Edoardo Silveri—her family house, her financial
guardianship and, most grating of all, the right to
decide who and when she marries! Bella is
determined to shake off the intolerable shackles.
And passion! Her plan to confront Edoardo spins
wildly out of control when she learns that the
troubled boy her father adopted is now a
commanding, enigmatic man—with lethal sex appeal!
With her head warring against her traitorous body,
it’s time for Bella to uncover the secrets behind the
man who controls her destiny….
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On the frontier of a new life… Tired and hungry after
two days of traveling, Susanna Hopkins is just about
at the end of her tether when her train finally arrives
in Cheyenne. She's bound for a new life in a Western
garrison town. Then she discovers she doesn't even
have enough money to pay for the stagecoach!
Luckily for her, the compassionate Major Joseph
Randolph is heading in the same direction. As a
military surgeon, Joe is used to keeping his
professional distance. But, despite Susanna's
understated beauty, he's drawn to this woman who
carries loss and pain equal to his own and has a
heart that is just as hesitant and wary….
Encyclopedia of Activism and Social Justice
Harlequin Presents December 2012 - Bundle 2 of 2
Uncovering the Silveri Secret
Never Underestimate a Caffarelli
200 Harley Street

Every Boy's Dream Dad Since her
husband's death in a dangerous police
raid, another hero is the last thing Dr
Rachel Simmonds wants... until she
meets gorgeous local cop Ben Armstrong.
He's the father figure her adorable
little boy Riley desperately needs and the lover she yearns for. Can
Rachel's fragile heart withstand
getting close to another man who does
danger for a living? Return of the
Rebel Surgeon Cole Lassiter, renowned
surgeon, is out of his depth.
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Volunteering at the Special Games is
already challenging his emotion-free
approach, and then the one woman he's
never forgotten, whose betrayal has
kept his heart locked away, walks into
his surgery! She's the mother of the
boy in front of him - the boy whose
dark eyes look so disconcertingly
familiar...
Marry Me, Mackenzie! by Joanna Sims
Mackenzie Brand has kept her daughter's
paternity a secret for a decade. But
now that Dylan Axel is back in her
daughter's life, is Mackenzie willing
to go all in?A Proposal Worth Millions
by Sophie PembrokeSadie Sullivan is
determined to make her business dreams
a reality. Could Dylan Jacobs be the
perfect business partner for Sadie - Or
perhaps even more...? Heart Surgeon,
Hero...Husband? by Susan Carlisle
Hannah Quinn's tiny son desperately
needs a new heart. But is she willing
to entrust her baby's life, and her
own, to ex-flame Scott McIntyre?
Olivia Duchess has found the man of her
dreams and has decided to use The
Husband Fund her father left her to
make Luc de Falcon her groom. All she
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has to do is persuade him to fall in
love with her and propose.… Easy!
Except Luc believes his brother is in
love with Olivia—and so is determined
to stay well away. All Olivia knows is
that her plan is really backfiring!
Surely there's a way for her to win her
Frenchman's heart…?
You're going about your daily routine
when you suddenly feel an odd squirming
in your chest. You quickly realize that
it is your heart, flopping around like
a fish out of water. What do you do?
You probably panic! Maybe you also
experience dizziness, nausea, or
shortness of breath, or maybe you have
no other symptoms at all. But it's
still very scary because... it's your
heart! This is how chronic atrial
fibrillation starts for many of us, and
those who develop it often have little
to no prior medical history to speak
of. Once the demon a-fib has set in,
though, we soon find our lives
redirected down a dark uncharted path,
our days consumed by vain attempts to
divine the elusive origins of this
mysterious malady as we desperately
seek a panacea that can give us back
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our "normal"... or at least some way to
weaken the grasp that this unwelcome
beast now has on our lives. Through it
all, we put on performances of a
lifetime for the rest of the world,
acting as though all is well while
coping as best we can with this
invisible disorder... one that he who
has never suffered through it cannot
possibly understand. Try as we might,
though, our lives and relationships
will surely end up the worse for wear.
Within the pages of this book lies one
man's personal account of how this
condition impacted his life, how he
managed to overcome it, the valuable
knowledge that was acquired along the
way, and the permanent marks that the
journey has left on his subsequent
existence. This medical autobiography
is written in an informal first-person
conversational style with accounts and
information presented in such a way
that it should be easy for just about
everyone to understand and relate to.
A heart-warming Christmas romance not
to miss in 2021!
His Final Bargain
Medical Box Set 1-6 June 2020/The
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Paramedic's Unexpected Hero/One Hot
Night with Dr Cardoza/Reclaiming Her
Army Doc Husband/A Rival to Steal
The Tortured Hero
Medical Box Set June 2021/Healing Her
Emergency Doc/Reunited with the Heart
Surgeon/The Vet's Unexpected Hero/Her
One-Night Secret/A Baby to
The jealous husband! For Donato Vittoria,
marriage was a lifetime commitment. He'd
chosed Grace as his bride, and he would
cherish her forever. Or so Grace had
believed…. Until she'd discovered Donato's
betrayal—with Maria, a beautiful family
friend. Had he forgotten his vows so soon?
Did he expect Grace to play the dutiful
wife, while he continued to enjoy a
bachelor life-style? The hurt had been
unbearable, and Grace had fled. But Donato
insisted he was still her husband—by
contract—and he wanted Grace back in his
life, and his bed! HUSBANDS & WIVES
Sometimes the perfect marraige is worth
waiting for!
200 Harley Street Collection Eight dashing
doctors for your bedside!
“Eloisa James’s writing is absolutely
exquisite.” —New York Times bestselling
author Teresa Medeiros “Nothing gets me to
a bookstore faster than a new novel by
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Eloisa James.” —New York Times bestselling
author Julia Quinn A wonderful spin on a
much-beloved fairy tale, Eloisa James’s
When Beauty Tamed the Beast is heartsoaring and fun historical romance at its
finest. No wonder People magazine raves
about her books, saying, “Romance writing
does not get much better than this.”
Eloisa’s delightful take on Beauty and the
Beast unfolds in Regency England, where a
beastly, bad-tempered Earl matches wits
with a brazen beauty who has vowed to make
the handsome grump fall in love with her
in two short weeks.
A beautiful love affair and a burning
betrayal… Eliza Lincoln is stunned to find
Leo Valente at her door; four years ago
his passionate embrace was a brief taste
of freedom from her suffocating
engagement. Until Leo discovered her
secret… Yet he hasn't come to rekindle
their affair. He has a proposition he
knows Eliza can't refuse: she's the only
person who can help his small, motherless
daughter. Torn, Eliza can't ignore a
vulnerable child, but the last time she
was near Leo her desire nearly consumed
her. Is she willing to take that risk
again now that the stakes are even higher?
Billboard
Harlequin Presents October 2013 - Bundle 2
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To Win His Heart
Scorched by His Fire
A Life on Hold
The Boss She Can't Resist Dreamy drifter Dr Honey HuntingtonSmythe never stays put for long - she's committed to a year in the
Outback but that's it. However, new boss Edward 'Eye-candy'
Goldmark is an unexpected attraction the guide book didn't
mention...and infuriatingly, it's making her think twice about
staying...Heart Surgeon, Hero...Husband? Discovering her tiny
son desperately needs a new heart terrifies Hannah Quinn especially when she realises ex-flame Scott McIntyre is the skilled
surgeon in charge of the transplant. Entrusting her baby to Scott's
miracle-working hands is one thing, but whether Hannah's own
heart will survive Scott's devastating charm intact is quite
another...
A chance encounter with Stephen, a childhood friend with whom
she has shared a complicated relationship, forces Eleanor Cahn, a
literature professor and wife of a leading cardiac surgeon, to
reevaluate her life, her erotic past, and the passionate woman s
Seduced By The Heart Surgeon - Carol Marinelli As Head of PR
for the elite Hollywood Hills Clinic, ex-socialite Freya Rothsberg
knows image is everything. Yet her own facade of calm control is
shattered when she meets outrageously sexy heart surgeon Zack
Carlton at a wedding. One wild night of passion later, Freya is
shocked to realise that Zack is the clinic’s newest recruit! Playboy
Zack exposes Freya’s every secret yearning for a fairytale ending.
He’s an expert with damaged hearts — does she dare trust him
with hers? The Last Heir Of Monterrato - Andie Brock Daredevil
Rafael Revaldi has always lived for the moment. But having
cheated death, the Conte di Monterrato is focused on the future.
He needs an heir, but to get one he’ll face his toughest challenge
yet — winning back his estranged wife! Lottie returns to the castle
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she once called home with newfound strength. The intense
sensual connection between Lottie and Rafe remains, but so do
the emotional scars of their marriage. Can Lottie risk her heart
again to give them the child they both so desperately want?
Reunited...And Pregnant - Joss Wood PR whiz Cady Collins’
personal and professional lives both desperately need a reboot. So
when millionaire Beckett Ballantyne decides to rebrand his
company, Cady is determined to land the job. The only
complication is her romantic history with her devilishly handsome
boss, whose smouldering blue-eyed gaze still makes her swoon.
And the only complication with that, is the fact she’s already
pregnant! Beck doesn’t mind that he’s not the baby’s father — he
only knows he burns for the mum-to-be. But when a media
misunderstanding leads to a fake engagement, will Beck end the
Valentine’s Day charade, or play for keeps? Snowed In - Cassie
Miles Rescuing a beautiful woman from four armed men wasn’t
how Blake Randall planned to spend his Army leave. But as chief
security detail at his best friend’s wedding, the ranger’s mission
is just beginning. A blizzard has cut off Sarah Bentley’s Colorado
B&B from the outside world, trapping them with a killer. Blake
will keep the spirited innkeeper safe — whether she wants his
protection or not. Snowed in with the rugged stranger who already
saved her life once, Sarah has no choice but to trust Blake. As
passion ignites, she realises he’s so much more than a strong
shoulder to lean on. With the danger escalating, it’s time to listen
to what her heart’s telling her: With Blake by her side, they can
survive anything...
Dr. Alex Page wasn't quite sure how to handle gorgeous live wire
Jordanne McElroy. The beautiful researcher was everything he
had ever wanted in a woman, but he knew he couldn't risk getting
involved. Jordanne, however, was determined to break down his
resolve, and as she got closer to his heart, Alex realized she was
also getting closer to the truth. To the secret he was convinced
would lose him Jordanne....
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Never Say No to a Caffarelli
The Advocate
200 Harley Street: The Tortured Hero (Mills & Boon Medical)
(200 Harley Street, Book 9)
Crossing Paths with Atrial Fibrillation
Heart Surgeon, Hero...Husband?

"I play by the rules, but they're my rules." Poppy
Silverton is as untouched as the leafy English village
where she runs a tearoom. But her home, her
livelihood and her innocence are under threat…. Rafe
Caffarelli is a mouthwatering specimen of
Mediterranean manhood. He's a playboy billionaire
and determined to buy Poppy's historic dower house.
Poppy will not give up the only thing that remains of
her childhood and family. She'll fight Rafe—and her
attraction to him—all the way. And be the first woman
to say "no" to a Caffarelli!
Reunited with his past...
Has this Caffarelli finally met his match? Millionaire
playboy Raoul Caffarelli has always lived life in the
fast lane. But when an accident confines him to a
wheelchair—and to the care of a woman whose
beauty taunts him—he's consumed with rage and
frustration. Used to difficult patients, physical
therapist Lily Archer won't be cowed by Raoul's
arrogance or distracted by his Adonis-like physique.
Carrying her own scars from the past, Lily has
vowed never to relinquish her power to a man again.
Both underestimate the power of the shared passion
between them. Their Page
physical
scars may heal, but
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some wounds run much deeper….
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